
Letter to School or Work Regarding Discrimination Against “Unvaccinated” 

 

NOTE, this letter is an informational template to be used as a guideline in writing 

your personalized letter. AFLDS suggests that a personalized letter brings across 

your sincerity and will afford you the best chance of success when bringing up this 

conversation with your or your child’s school or employer.  Look for yellow 

highlighted text which indicates where you will need to delete the highlighted text 

and replace it with your information.   

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

Given the recent change in CDC guidelines (August 2022) "unvaccinated people” 

are not designated any differently from “vaccinated people" and "it is no longer 

recommended to screen those without symptoms." I am hopeful that (INSERT 

SCHOOL OR EMPLOYER NAME) will remove any such policies that promote 

discriminatory and scientifically unjustified actions against anyone they consider 

unvaccinated.  Perhaps the CDC thinks that there has been a recent change to 

warrant such adjustments to their guidelines, but I can assure you that these 

changes are a day late and a dollar short for many that have already suffered harm 

from these policies.   

 

Additionally, many exemption requests submitted should have been honored as 

part of the informed consent process that is expected and standard for 

all experimental treatments (such as mRNA gene agents), testing, and 

devices.  Enforcing these policies without accepting exemptions has resulted in 

legal action across the country.  In light of the recent changes to CDC guidelines, I 

am writing to you to ask that my exemption be reevaluated, and honored and that I 

will be treated equally to vaccinated (STUDENTS/COWORKERS).  Insomuch, I 

respectfully ask to be exempt from asymptomatic quarantine, testing, and mask-

wearing, according to the CDC guidelines.  

 

Please fully review the CDC changes at the following link:  

https://www.allsides.com/story/cdc-relaxes-covid-19-safety-guidelines 

 

NOTE  If you applied for an exemption for asymptomatic testing and were denied, 

replace this highlighted note with personal information about how this testing 

negatively impacted you ie: cost of testing, time, missed work or classes, isolation, 

forced quarantine, etc.)   

 

  

https://www.allsides.com/story/cdc-relaxes-covid-19-safety-guidelines


If (INSERT SCHOOL OR EMPLOYER NAME) continues to promote policies or 

messaging that is coercive of "vaccination" and which does not provide appropriate 

consideration for exemptions, or social pressures from such policies and behaviors, 

there is little room for anything other than legislation or litigation.  Exemptions are 

one of the only ways that people have available to protect themselves from being 

part of any medical process or experimentation that they do not want for a host of 

medical, personal, and spiritual reasons.  Granting exemptions does not put the 

public at increased risk of Covid-19 infection, this is proven by science and is also 

now supported by the CDC. 

 

Please inform me as to whether or not (INSERT NAME OF SCHOOL OR 

EMPLOYER) plans on requiring testing for return to (campus or work), masking 

(proven time and time again to be ineffective and harmful), or continued incentives 

(drawings, iPads, t-shirts, tuition, etc) incentivizing the "vaccinations.”   

 

The statistics are that 1.3 million COVID Vaccine injuries are reported to VAERS 

despite claims the injections are "safe and effective." I appreciate your willingness 

to hear my concerns and frustrations.  

 

(Provide additional sections as needed for your personal situation)  

 

In conclusion, I understand that you have followed closely to CDC guidance since 

the beginning of this pandemic. Regardless of whether or not I agree with this 

approach, the CDC has now come out and stated that there is no need for 

discriminative treatment of the unvaccinated.  I hope that you plan to follow these 

new guidelines by removing discriminatory procedures for the unvaccinated from 

(campus or work). 


